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Meh. Harry Potter Crap Simulator. only picked this because had easy achievements.. Not great, but also not too bad. Maybe
pick it up for 0.50u20ac, otherwise skip it.. A fun little game, made by one person. It could need some polish but for a 2u20ac
game this is absolutely fine. The music is lovely and the mentor's voice is really cool! You can use different spells to attack,
heal, etc. You'll need to recharche those spell at different points in the arena-like environment, without getting caught by one of
the monsters.. Crocodile Alligator, i drive a chevrolet movie theater. Not great, but also not too bad. Maybe pick it up for
0.50u20ac, otherwise skip it.. A fun little game, made by one person. It could need some polish but for a 2u20ac game this is
absolutely fine. The music is lovely and the mentor's voice is really cool! You can use different spells to attack, heal, etc. You'll
need to recharche those spell at different points in the arena-like environment, without getting caught by one of the monsters.
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